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Surface structure of Rh„001… and p„131… H on Rh„001…: An unresolved discrepancy
between experiment and theory
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Low-energy-electron diffraction intensity measurements and analysis are used to obtain multilayer surface
relaxation of clean and hydrogen-saturated Rh~001!. Results averaged over three data sets show the first
interlayer spacing of clean Rh~001! to be expanded (11.0%60.6%) relative to the bulk spacing~1.902 Å! and
the second interlayer spacing to be contracted (20.7%60.5%). Chemisorbed hydrogen atoms are found to
reside at fourfold hollow sites 0.8860.05 Å above the Rh~001! surface, and to modify significantly the first
(14.161.0%) and second (22.2%61.0%) interlayer spacing relative to bulk values. These results confirm
the existence of systematic differences between calculated and measured multilayer relaxation of Rh~001!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Systematic discrepancies between first-princip
calculations1–5 and experimental determinations6–9 of the
surface relaxation of Rh~001!, and more generally of selecte
reactive transition metals,2 have been a subject of recent i
terest. The magnitude of discrepancies generally exceed
accepted accuracy of both the experiments and the theo
cal calculations. This situation, therefore, appears to pre
a dilemma worthy of further investigation. Central issues
sociated with these discrepancies, and reference to the c
sponding experimental and theoretical work on Ti~0001!,
Zr~0001!, Ru~0001!, Mo~110!, W~110!, and Rh~001! have
recently been presented by Feibelman.2 Specifically, modern
ab initio calculations systematically predict top-layer rela
ations of these surfaces that are a factor of 2–5 larger
the experimentally determined values.10

Several phenomenological models2,11 that attempt to ac-
count for trends in surface relaxation have been propo
The charge smoothing model12–14 based on ideas propose
by Smoluchowski12 and Finnis and Heine13 ~FH!, appears to
explain why most outer surface layers of metals relax
ward. The FH model predicts larger contraction on mo
open surfaces, and can even account for small outward
laxations on close-packed surfaces. The bond order mod14

also accounts for the generally observed inward surface
laxation and predicts larger contractions for more open c
tal faces. The bond order model, which is a ‘‘chemica
model based on promotion-hybridization arguments,
yield large relaxations (.2%) even for close-packed su
faces while also accounting for the outward relaxation
Be~0001!.2 Based on the above models, an outward rel
ation of Rh~001!, or even an ideal ‘‘bulk termination’’ at the
surface, is difficult to explain. An accurate surface struct
determination for Rh~001! may help clarify or at least more
precisely define the surface relaxation dilemma, and m
also help refine our qualitative understanding of surface
laxation based on these phenomenological models.
570163-1829/98/57~7!/4073~8!/$15.00
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To obtain a better appreciation of this issue and rec
attempts to resolve it, we focus our attention in this paper
one of the metal surfaces in question: Rh~001!. Table I
contains a summary of the first- and second-layer surf
relaxations for Rh~001! determined by prior low-energy
electron diffraction~LEED! experiments,6–8 photoelectron
diffraction experiments,9 and by recent ab initio
calculations.1–6 Early calculations1 based on a linear-
augmented-plane-wave~LAPW! method predicted a signifi
cant first-layer contraction~Dd12/d0525.1%, whered0
51.902 Å is the bulk lattice spacing! in agreement with

TABLE I. First- and second-layer surface relaxation of Rh~001!
in terms of percent of bulk interlayer spacing,d051.902 Å.

Experiment Dd12/d0(%) Dd23/d0%

Watsonet al.a 21.060.9
Oedet al.b 10.561.0 10.061.5
Begleyet al.c 21.1661.6 10.061.6
Princeet al.d 21.1463.6
Present work 11.060.6 20.760.5
Theory
Feibelman and Hamanne 25.1 20.5
Morrison, Bylander, and Kleinmanf,g 21.52 10.98
Cho and Schefflerh ~GGA! 22.8 20.1

~GGA at 300 K! 21.4
~LDA ! 23.0 20.2

Eichler et al.i 23.860.1 10.7

aReference 6.
bReference 7.
cReference 8.
dReference 9.
eReference 1.
fReference 3.
gSurface predicted to be ferromagnetic.
hReference 5.
iReference 4.
4073 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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what was generally expected for a transition metal surfa
The existing LEED results6,7 (Dd12/d0510.561.0%) sug-
gested a small outward relaxation. Feibelman and Hama1

proposed a possible explanation that could account for
large discrepancy: contamination of the surface by resid
hydrogen. A second possible explanation based on ‘‘m
netic pressure’’ resulting from~unconfirmed! surface magne-
tism of Rh~001! was proposed by Morrison, Bylander, an
Kleinman.3

Subsequent calculations4–5 and experiments15 have ad-
dressed the surface magnetism issue. Ferromagnetism
vored when the energy gained by removing spin degene
is greater than the gain in kinetic energy as more electr
fill the majority spin band. Since the increase in kinetic e
ergy is less when the interatomic separation is greater, la
atomic volumes favor ferromagnetism. These considerat
have led to exploration of the possibility of two-dimension
~2D! magnetism in 4d transition metals~including Rh!. Bulk
Rh nearly fulfills the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism,
that the expected narrower density ofd states at the surfac
could stabilize a surface magnetic ground state. Recent lo
density-approximation~LDA ! calculations for Rh~001! either
predict surface ferromagnetism3 with a corresponding in-
crease ind12 ~see Table I!, or predict that the ferromagneti
state of surface atoms is essentially degenerate with
nonmagnetic4,5 state. The more recent calculations pred
smallerd12 contractions than prior calculations, but neith
approaches the unrelaxed or slightly expanded value de
mined by LEED. Spin-polarized photoemissio
experiments15 carried out on clean Rh~001! detect the exis-
tence of a spin-polarized surface resonance at theM̄ point in
the surface Brillouin zone at room temperature, sugges
that the surface is weakly ferromagnetic. Ferromagnetism
the Rh~001! surface cannot, however, be considered as h
ing been confirmed.

The most recent LEED study of Rh~001! by Begleyet al.8

suggests that the surface is relaxed by21.2%61.6%. This
result is compatible with the earlier LEED studies~based on
the error bars assigned to the various structure determ
tions! and is in better agreement with the theoretical wo
None of the LEED analyses of Rh~001! directly addresses
the hydrogen issue, although Begleyet al.8 present plausible
arguments based on other experiments that suggest su
hydrogen is not a significant factor in their results. T
Rh~001! surface has also recently been studied by surf
core-level shift~SCLS! photoelectron diffraction.9 Prelimi-
nary evaluation of the data yields a first-layer surface rel
ation Dd12/d0 of 21.4%63.6% in better agreement wit
theoretical results and consistent with the experimental re
of Begley et al.8 Surface core-level shifts are sensitive
surface contamination, and the SCLS technique there
permits monitoring hydrogen contamination during the
quisition of structure sensitive data. The SCLS data set u
to obtain the reported value ofDd12/d0 is rather limited
~;150 eV kinetic energy range!, and the error bars are co
respondingly large.

In this paper we present the results of a LEED study
Rh~001! with special attention directed to the issues just o
lined. Specifically, our objectives in undertaking the LEE
study of Rh~001! were to deal definitively with the issue o
hydrogen contamination and to refine the LEED struct
e.
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analysis sufficiently to be able to differentiate between
expanded6,7 and contracted8,9 surface layer. We also deter
mine the surface structure of the H saturated Rh~001! surface
including the Rh-H interplanar distance. We proceed by
dicating our sample preparation and data acquisition pro
dures in Sec. II. In Sec. III we describe our model calcu
tions of the LEED intensities. The results of our structu
analysis are presented in Sec. IV and discussed in Sec.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Our experiments were carried out using a UHV instr
ment that incorporates Varian four-grid LEED optics,
Physical Electronics double pass Auger analyzer, and a L
bold ELS-22 electron energy-loss spectrometer~EELS!. The
instrument base pressure is typically 5310211 torr; essen-
tially all H and CO when monitored by a quadrupole ma
spectrometer. LEED intensity data were obtained using a
camera interfaced to an IBM PC via frame grabbing inst
mentation. The linearity and dynamic range~8 bit! of the
camera was carefully evaluated, and measured intens
were normalized to the electron gun current which was c
brated by measuring the sample current when biased
190 V. The Rh~001! surface was cleaned by repeated cyc
of high-temperature annealing in O2 followed by flashing
and characterized by Auger analysis~C and O! and EELS
~H!.

A series of EELS experiments, conducted at base p
sures (5310211– 2310210 torr) and at hydrogen dosing
pressures (1029– 1027 torr) with the sample held at tem
peratures ranging from 100–350 K, established the H upt
characteristics of Rh~001! necessary to evaluate the H co
erage during LEED data acquisition under the various c
ditions used in our experiments. Our experimental EELS
sults for H adsorption on Rh~001! are in good agreemen
with results reported by Richteret al.16 Specifically, we ob-
served coverage-dependent shifts in vibrational loss frequ
cies that occur until saturation coverage is achieved. The2
dissociative sticking coefficient is high~essentially unity! at
100 K, and the H saturated surface yields a sharpp(131)
LEED pattern and high specular elastic peak EELS inten
consistent with a well-ordered adlayer. Detailed analysis
the vibrational losses of saturated H on Rh~001! by Richter
et al.16 and the single symmetric thermal desorption pe
observed for the H-Rh~001! system are consistent with
model in which H atoms reside at the surface in fourfo
hollow sites. No evidence of subsurface hydrogen or of s
face site occupation by H other than the fourfold hollow s
is evident from the EELS experiments. Our dynamical LEE
analysis of thep(131) H saturated Rh~001! surface, de-
scribed later, is also consistent with surface H atoms in fo
fold hollow sites.

In the upper panel of Fig. 1 we display an Auger spectr
of a clean Rh~001! surface showing the absence of any s
nificant O or C contamination. The integrated hydrog
EELS loss peak intensities as a function of time for tw
sample temperatures at typical base pressures are show
the lower panel of Fig. 1. From our hydrogen adsorpti
studies we conclude that at 100 K, 0.1 ML of H forms o
clean Rh~001! at a base pressure of 1310210 torr in about 5
min, but that at temperatures near 300 K the Rh~001! surface
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57 4075SURFACE STRUCTURE OF Rh~001! andp(131) H ON . . .
remains essentially free of H contamination during the ti
required to collect a LEED data set (;60 min). The low-
temperature measurements of surface H contamination
are consistent with our calculations of H2 impingement rates
and a unity sticking coefficient at 1310210 torr.

Numerous LEED data sets were collected from
Rh~001! surface. After data reduction~frame processing to
subtract background intensity! and preliminary analysis
~conjugate beam comparisons, and general assessment
quality of the data! five data sets were selected for intens
analysis: three sets for the clean surface~two at 300 K and
one at 173 K! and two sets for thep(131) hydrogen satu-
rated surface at 100 K. In Fig. 2 we show a complete se
conjugate beam-averaged LEED data for clean Rh~001! at
173 K and their comparison with calculated intensities t
are discussed later. Ther factors indicated in Fig. 2 compar
experimentaldata and characterize the close similarity
conjugate beam data within each beam-averaged data s
well as the variation of averaged beam data sets of the t
distinct experimental measurements. Ther factors character-
izing theory-experiment comparisons are presented in T
II.

III. MODEL CALCULATIONS

Surface structure evaluations were carried out by calcu
ing LEED intensities using the Van Hove/Tong laye

FIG. 1. Upper panel: Auger spectrum of clean Rh~001!. Lower
panel: measured hydrogen uptake by Rh~001! at two different tem-
peratures.
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doubling code17 and independently using the Xerox matri
inversion code.18,19 This procedure establishes th
compatibility of two entirely independent analysis metho
ologies. The fact that two different multiple-scattering cod
were used to generate the LEED intensity spectra is incid
tal: the two codes yield essentially identical results wh
properly normalized.

Convergence tests were conducted with the Van Ho
Tong code to show that 185 beams were more than adeq
to characterize the scattered electron intensity over the
500 eV energy range covered by experimental data.
analogous test with the Xerox codes revealed that a comp
matrix-inversion analysis of a six-layer slab accurately d
scribed results obtained using thicker slabs. Detailed co
parisons of the results of both sets of codes revealed tha
absolute normalizations of the Xerox and Van Hove/To
codes are not identical. A least-squares comparison ana
was used to determine that their outputs differ by a norm
ization constant ofk/4 with k being the wave number of th
electron inside the medium. Structure analyses were
formed using either the Van Hove/Tong codes or the int
sities predicted by the Xerox codes multiplied by this fac
so that the intensities calculated using either code set
essentially identical.

Electron scattering by surface atoms is described us
eight energy-dependent phase shifts. Each atomic scatte

FIG. 2. Measured and calculated LEED, intensity profiles fro
the Van Hove/Tong codes for Rh~001!. Three sets of Zanazzi-Jon
r factors are indicated for each beam that compare variousexperi-
mental spectra. They represent averages for the conjugate be
within each set (cn j) and between independent averaged data
~set 1-2 and set 1-3 comparisons!. The r factors characterizing
theory/experiment comparisons are presented in Table II~Van
Hove/Tong, Zanazzi-Jona, and Pendryr factors! and in Table III
@r 28 and x-ray~Ref. 26! r factors#.
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TABLE II. First (d12) and second (d23) interlayer spacing of Rh~001! determined by LEED structure
analysis (Ddi j /dBulk%) using the Van Hove/Tong codes. RT1: room temperature data set 1; LT3:
temperature data set 3.

Data set R factor d12 ~Å! d23 ~Å! dRh-H ~Å!

RT1 r VHT50.30 1.91 1.89
r ZJ50.11 1.90 1.90
r P50.34 1.92 1.88

RT2 r VHT50.30 1.92 1.90
r ZJ50.08 1.90 1.91
r P50.35 1.95 1.88

LT3 r VHT50.25 1.92 1.88
r ZJ50.07 1.91 1.89
r P50.29 1.92 1.88

Clean surface Average 1.9260.01 1.8960.01
% (10.9560.5%) (20.6360.5%)

LT4 r VHT50.35 1.96 1.86 0.88
r ZJ50.12 1.95 1.86 0.90
r P50.37 1.98 1.87 0.86

LT5 r VHT50.37 1.97 1.86 0.87
r ZJ50.12 1.97 1.86 0.90
r P50.34 2.01 1.85 0.88

Hydrogen surface Average 1.9860.02 1.8660.01 0.8860.03
% (14.1061.1%) (22.2160.5%)
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center is represented as a neutral atom whose potenti
computed using a nonrelativistic self-consistent Hartr
Fock-Slater muffin-tin model.20–22A nonrelativistic potential
was used because a prior detailed analysis of W~100! ~a ma-
terial having higherZ than Rh! revealed that a better descrip
tion of the LEED intensities was obtained using nonrelat
istic potentials in nonrelativistic scattering calculatio
compared to the use of relativistic potentials to generate n
relativistic phase shifts. Also, prior LEED analysis of su
faces containing fourth row materials~i.e., InSb, CdTe!
based on nonrelativistic phase shifts have yielded satis
tory results. The resulting effective-scattering potential is
serted into the radial Schro¨dinger equation, which is inte
grated to yield the scattered wave phase shifts. These
shown in Fig. 3. Comparison of phase shifts construc
from a relativistic Rh atomic potential with those from th
nonrelativistic potential revealed negligible differences o
the energy range~50–500 eV! covered by the analysis. Hy
drogen atom phase shifts were calculated based on a si
cubic H atom lattice to define a muffin-tin potential. Th
lattice constant 2r H51.34 Å was obtained from the
calculated23 height of H above Rh~001! in fourfold hollow
sites.

Thermal vibrations of the atoms are incorporated into
analysis via an imaginary part of the phase shifts calcula
as described by Dukeet al.24 The vibrations of both surface
and bulk Rh atoms are described using a Debye tempera
of 480 K.25

IV. STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Structure searches were based on comparing calcu
intensities with experimental data usingr factors proposed
by Van Hove and Tong17 (r VHT), Zanazzi and Jona26 (r ZJ),
is
-
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FIG. 3. Phase shifts used in the LEED intensity analysis for
~upper panel! and H ~lower panel!. The Rh phase shifts were con
structed by overlapping nonrelativistic atomic potentials in the b
Rh lattice leading tor mt51.34 Å andVmt5219.6 eV. The H phase
shifts were obtained by superposing atomic potentials in a sim
cube of side 1.337 Å taken to be twice the radius obtained
subtracting the bulk Rh radius from the H-Rh distance in the c
culated fourfold adsorption site on Rh~001!. The resulting muffin
tin potential isVmt5213.4 eV.
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Pendry27 (r P), and Dukeet al.28 (r 28). Two independen-
tanalyses were performed on all three sets of clean Rh~100!
intensity data. Using the Van Hove/Tong codes, we p
formed a conventional structure search based on examinir
factor contour plots as functions of structural and nonstr
tural parameters to minimize each of the threer factors as
functions ofV0 , V0i , d12 andd23. V0 , the real part of the
inner potential, was taken as an adjustable parameter us
fit the measured LEED intensities.28 The di j are the inter-

FIG. 4. Typical Zanazzi-Jonar factor contour plots showing
variation of r factor with d12 andd23 andd12 andV0 .
r-

-

to

layer spacings between layersi and j . In a typical first pass
search we variedd23 from 1.84–1.92 Å while allowingd12 to
vary from 1.85–2.05 Å—both by 0.02 Å steps. In each ca
the inner potential was varied by62 eV in 1 eV steps
~around23.0 eV! and all threer factors were calculated. A
second pass was performed using a mesh of 0.01 Å ford12
and d23, and repeated calculations were carried out in
vicinity of the minimum to verify the parameters. In Fig.
we display the calculated intensity profiles which minimi
the Zanazzi-Jonar factor for clean Rh~001! superimposed on
experimental data. Best fits were obtained withV05
23 eV, V0i526 eV, and noE1/3 or E1/2 dependence. Se
lected contour plots that characterize ther factor conver-
gence are shown in Fig. 4 also for the Zanazzi-Jonar factor.
The results of these analyses are presented in Table II.

Independently we performed a structure analysis using
automated software described by Dukeet al.28 as applied
previously, e.g., to PbTe~100!.29 This software uses ther 28 r
factor as the fitting figure of merit in order that the curvatu
of the r factor at its minimum describes the uncertainti
associated with those in the experimental measuremen
complete description of the use of this software is given
Lazarideset al.29 The structural parameters are given
Table III. A comparison of the measured and calculated
tensities is shown in Fig. 5.

This analysis establishes two important results. Fi
completely consistent results are obtained using graph
techniques and conventionalr factors as well as using auto
mated search techniques and the statistically significanr
factor28 r 28 . Second, usingr 28 we get an estimate of the un
certainties in the structural parameters due to those in
experimental data alone. These are, as expected,29 much
smaller than those obtained using multipler factors and in-
corporating the influence of uncertainties in the model
well. They are given in Table IV.

Calculations for the hydrogen-terminated surface w
initially carried out with the same Van Hove/Tong LEE
code set up for analyzing the clean Rh~001! surface. We
adopted this approach because of the weak scattering in
sity from H. The code was then modified to include scatt
ing contributions from H atoms in the fourfold hollow site
which correspond to the calculated23,30 lowest total energy
binding sites. When applied to the H covered Rh~001! data
sets, both models yielded the same~within 60.01 Å! H
modified values ford12 andd23 presented in Table II: d128
51.9860.02 andd238 51.8660.01. The more sophisticate
model also permitted evaluation of the H-Rh~001! interpla-
by a

alue of
TABLE III. Results of a simplex structure search using the Xerox matrix-inversion code followed
quadratic fitting procedure on three experimental data sets for the Rh~001! surface. Ther factor r 28 as defined
in Ref. 28 was used as the goodness of fit criterion. The remaining interlayer spacings have the bulk v
1.902 Å andV0i is 4.00 eV in each case.r x is the x-rayr factor defined in Ref. 26.

Data set Structure d12 ~Å! d23 ~Å! V0 ~eV! r 28 r x

RT1 Unrelaxed 1.902 1.902 3.250 0.056 0.069
Best fit 1.910 1.897 2.995 0.055 0.068

RT2 Unrelaxed 1.902 1.902 3.250 0.107 0.091
Best fit 1.932 1.885 3.435 0.092 0.081

LT3 Unrelaxed 1.902 1.902 3.250 0.065 0.051
Best fit 1.927 1.878 3.025 0.052 0.046
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nar distance. A structure search based on variation of
H-Rh~001! interplanar distance from 0.80 to 1.00 Å in 0.0
Å steps yieldeddH50.8860.5 Å. Visual inspection was
used to verify that ther factor minimization process yielded
in all cases, calculated curves in agreement with experim
tal data as shown in Fig. 6. Visual inspection andr factors
indicate that the structure search forp(131) H on Rh~001!
yielded less favorable agreement between theoretical and
perimental LEED intensities compared to the clean Rh~001!
results.

Our analysis of both the clean and H saturated Rh~001!
surface considered only first (d12) and second (d23) layer
relaxation, and did not consider any lateral displaceme
The excellent agreement between experimental and theo
cal results for clean Rh~001! and the very small changes i
d12 andd23 from bulk values justifies the assumption thatd34
and higher interplanar spacings remain equal to bulk lat
values. However, the much larger changes ford12 andd23 for
the p(131) H on Rh~001! ~refer to Fig. 7! suggest that
corresponding changes ofd34 and perhapsd45 should be in-
cluded in the parameter search to refine the structure an

FIG. 5. Measured and calculated LEED intensity profiles o
tained using the Xerox matrix-inversion codes and ther 28 r factor to
determine the Rh~001! surface structure using the data set RT1.

TABLE IV. Intrinsic structural uncertainties due to those in th
measurements alone for the optimal structures obtained by mini
ing r 28 . These are obtained as described by Lazarideset al. ~Ref.
29!. Thedi j are measured in Å. V0 is measured in eV.

Data set
Parameter RT1 RT2 LT3

d12 0.001 0.001 0.001
d23 0.001 0.002 0.001
V0 0.009 0.019 0.014
e

n-

x-

s.
ti-

e

ly-

sis. In order to determine if departure ofd34 from the bulk
value is responsible for the less favorabler factors in struc-
ture searches for the H saturated Rh~001! surface the struc-
ture model was extended to allow variation ofd34. An ex-

-

iz-

FIG. 6. Measured and calculated LEED intensity profiles fro
the Van Hove/Tong codes forp(131)H on Rh~001!. The H atoms
are located at the four fold hollow sites on the Rh~001! surface. The
r factors characterize agreement between theory and experime

FIG. 7. Summary of various experimental and theoretical val
of Dd12/d0 andDd23/d0 for Rh~001!.
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tensive structure search in whichd12, d23, and d34 were
varied yielded the bestr factors whend345dbulk , and with
the same values for the H-Rh~001! interplanar distanced128
and d238 given in the table. The results of all five structu
searches are compiled in Table II, and the results ford12 and
d23 are plotted in Fig. 7 along with previous experimen
and theoretical values.

V. DISCUSSION

The picture of the structure of clean Rh~001! that emerges
from our analysis is that the second layer relaxes inw
toward the substrate by about 0.01 Å and its spacing fr
the surface layer increases commensurately~or perhaps a
little more! leaving the surface layer unrelaxed~or perhaps
slightly expanded! relative to the substrate. The effect is ve
small: its predicted magnitude depends both on the data
and on ther factor used as the optimization criterion. Th
Pendryr factor consistently gives larger changes in the la
spacings than any of the other threer factors. If we were to
use the statistically meaningfulr 28 factor alone, we would
obtain

d1251.92160.011 Å or Dd12/d0511.0%60.6%

d2351.88860.010 Å Dd23/d0520.7%60.5%

for consistency between all three data sets, indicating th
slightly ~by 0.01 Å! expanded top layer relative to the su
strate~i.e., expanded by 0.02 Å relative to the second la
that is contracted by 0.01 Å relative to the substrate! is just
barely outside the uncertainties associated with the d
alone. This structure leads to intensity profiles which
visually indistinguishable from those of the unrelaxed s
face. Thus, for practical purposes, the LEED intensity ana
sis yields an unrelaxed clean Rh~100! surface to within the
uncertainties inherent in the analysis.28,29

The adsorption of a monolayer of hydrogen changes
LEED spectra and structure of Rh~001! significantly ~see,
e.g., Fig. 8!. The LEED intensity analysis reveals that hydr
gen adsorption enhances both the outward relaxation of
surface layer and the inward relaxation of the layer bene
both to the extent that they lie outside the experimental 6
confidence limits for the clean surface.

A few comments about the prior LEED work for Rh~001!
seem in order since early work6,7 suggestsd12 is slightly
expanded, while more recent results8,9 suggest a significan
contraction. We digitized publishedIV spectra of Begley
et al.8 and Oedet al.7 and compared them with our dat
Based on the sensitivity of LEED intensity of the~01! beam
around 350 eV to H and C surface contamination~displayed
in Fig. 8! we believe that all of the data were obtained
essentially clean surfaces. Comparing the data sets base
r factor analysis shows~unsurprisingly! that the data of Oed
et al.7 are more compatible with our data sets:r z j ranged
from 0.04 to 0.06 andr x ranged from 0.02 to 0.05 bot
yielding minimas at the same value of energy offset. Th
are very low r factors, which indicate an excellent matc
between the independent data sets measured by differen
perimental groups.~Compare with Fig. 2 and Table II.! Cor-
l
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respondingr factors comparing the data of Begleyet al.8

data with ours are larger:r z j50.3020.150 andr x50.040
20.114.

Begleyet al.8 place generous error bars on their structu
parameters, possibly justified by the apparent difficulty
obtaining highly consistent results from their data sets ba
on one of ther factors they employed~the Zanazzi-Jonar
factor!. We were able to obtain consistent results with a
ceptably lowr factors using all three traditionalr factors, as
well as the statistically significantr 28 criterion.

In summary, we have shown that the surface layer
clean Rh~001! exhibits a small outward relaxation relative
the second layer (Dd12511.0%60.6%), and that chemi-
sorbed H significantly increases the relaxation (Dd125
13.6%61.0%) as expected. Our measured H-Rh~001! in-
terplanar distancedRh-H50.8860.05 Å is significantly larger
than the calculated value~0.66 Å! obtained by Feibelman.30

While visual comparison of our clean surface Rh~001! data
with that of Oedet al.7 and Begleyet al.8 based on results
displayed in Fig. 8 suggests that all of the experimental d
were obtained on essentially clean surfaces, the close ag
ment between our data and that of Oedet al.7 and the
broader energy ranges of these LEED studies suggest th
essentially unrelaxed surface structure for clean Rh~001!
with perhaps a very small~0.01 Å! net outward relaxation of
the surface layer relative to the substrate is the conse
result of the LEED intensity analyses. Thus, a clearly do
mented and unresolved discrepancy exists between stat
the-artab initio predictions of the Rh~001! structure and its
experimental description by LEED intensity analyses.
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FIG. 8. Sensitivity of the intensity of the~10! beams to the
presence of surface hydrogen.
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